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By Arne Svenson

Ideal World Books, United States, 2012. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Photographers Arne Svenson and Ron Warren--co-authors of the popular Sock Monkeys-here turn their attention to those masses of slobbered-over yarn, remnants and stuffing that
ordinarily go the way of all pet toy casualties and get discarded without a second glance. Before
their lenses, once-plush cuddly creatures and formerly bouncy rubber toys are transformed into
intriguing eyeless, armless, one-legged sculptures--snatched, from the jaws, so to speak, of oblivion.
A headless bunny rabbit, mutated plastic rat, masticated rubber hotdog or donut--each is a beloved
pet s dream companion, transfigured by the sharp teeth and powerful jaws of the overinfatuated
animal. Svenson and Warren have photographed the chewed victims in a formal yet irreverent style
appropriate to the perspective of the pet; the result is a humorous appraisal of beauty, devotion and
contentment. With more than 130 full-color photographs, Chewed includes delightful, twisted and
poignant short stories by a variety of contributors writing about their favorite chewed creature,
including writer Augusten Burroughs; artists Roz Chast, Maira Kalman, Rick Meyerowitz and William
Wegman; designers Isaac Mizrahi and Todd Oldham; and food-world personality Andrew Zimmern.
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Reviews
This is actually the finest ebook we have go through until now. It is writter in straightforward words and phrases instead of di icult to understand. Its been
designed in an remarkably straightforward way and is particularly just following i finished reading through this book by which basically changed me,
change the way in my opinion.
-- Gillia n Wisoky
It becomes an remarkable publication that we have at any time study. It is among the most remarkable pdf i have go through. I am just easily can get a
satisfaction of reading a published book.
-- Ala yna Ankunding DVM
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